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Welcome to the Mid-February 2016 Edition of What’s
Emerging
Things really warming up here in terms of work. In the next two weeks Paul
will be working with Epworth Private Hospital Group on Research strategies,
The Red Cross Blood Service on Future Directions and Challenges, presenting
to the CEO Institute on foresight for practical strategy and running two
workshops at the Local Government Professional Association Conference. After
that he has 9 conference keynotes and workshops already booked ahead on a
variety of subjects.
If any of those approaches interest you then please contact us at
info@emergentfutures.com

 
We hope that you continue to find then newsletter interesting.

 
Cheers,
Paul Higgins, Sandy Teagle, Ranjitha and Samantha Kyle-Little
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   What are we writing about?
Paul’s latest presentation to two CEO Institute groups on Foresight for Practical Strategy is now
loaded on our website. Go to our home page and look under latest downloads

   Business Tips
Management Is (Still) Not Leadership
A little old now but still good. Read More...

How Seth Godin Manages His Life — Rules, Principles, and Obsessions
Get past the Tim Ferriss hype and worth listening to Read More...

How People Learn to Become Resilient
Perception is key to resilience: Do you conceptualize an event as traumatic, or as a chance to
learn and grow? Read More...
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  In case you missed it: Most popular links from the
Last Edition
How to spend your first $10K in paid marketing for startups

   What's Emerging
 
This $40,000 Robotic Exoskeleton Lets the Paralyzed Walk
Paralyzed from the waist down after a BMX accident, Steven Sanchez rolled into SuitX’s
Berkeley, California, office in a wheelchair. A half-hour later he was standing and walking
thanks to the Phoenix—a robotic exoskeleton now available for around $40,000 Read More...

Nullarbor Plain was wet and forested 3 to 5 million years ago, research
reveals
The Nullarbor was once cloaked in gums and banksias and enjoyed a rainfall much higher than
today. Read More...

CMU announces research project to reverse-engineer brain algorithms, funded
by IARPA
A Human Genome Project-level plan to make computers learn like humans Read More...

The Bitcoin of politics: Flux Party offers radical new model for democracy
When Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull encouraged Australia's young innovators to go out and
disrupt traditional industries, he may not have been expecting anyone to propose an alternative
model to the entire party-political system. Read More...

A digital, 3D printed sundial whose precise holes cast a shadow displaying the
current time
Julldozer created an amazingly clever digital sundial ("Cadran Solaire Numérique") that
precomputes the angle of the sun throughout the day and uses those computations to make
hundreds of precise holes calibrated to cast a shadow displaying the present time. Read More...

A New Brain Implant Could Move Your Limbs With Nothing but Your Thoughts
TThe quest to give patients with paralysis the ability to walk is on the verge of a breakthrough
— and it could come in this tiny package.Read More...

Reflections, 20 years Later, on A Declaration of the Independence of
Cyberspace by @barlow
Does Cyberspace Exist? Is It Free? Read More...

No Animals Were Harmed in the Making of this $1,000 Meatball
Do you fancy yourself a conscientious carnivore? Would you rather not think about the fact that
the meat you love to eat used to hang on the side of an animal’s haunches? Do you cringe at
the thought of the methane emitted by your dinner and his friends on the pastures of Iowa?
Read More...

Luxembourg to launch framework to support the future use of space resources
Luxembourg, February 3, 2016 – The Luxembourg Government announced a series of measures
to position Luxembourg as a European hub in the exploration and use of space resources. Read
More...

Hybrid Airship - revolutionizing remote transportation
With unlimited access to isolated locations around the globe, Hybrid Airships safely and
sustainably support a wide range of activities in areas with little to no infrastructure. Read
More...
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Turn drone footage into 3D terrain models, which you can 3D print
Drone Deploy is an analytics and automation package that uses drones to create accurate 3D
terrain and architectural models.Read More...

Hundreds of galaxies discovered hidden behind the Milky Way
Hundreds of galaxies hidden from view behind the Milky Way have been unveiled in
unprecedented detail for the first time. Read More...

New Estimate Boosts the Human Brain's Memory Capacity 10-Fold
A new study has found the brain’s information storage capacity may be around a quadrillion
bytes Read More...

Maersk warns business conditions worse than during 2008 crisis
AP Møller-Maersk warned that it was facing conditions significantly worse than the financial
crisis after it plunged to a large net loss as global trade growth ground to a halt last year. Read
More...

Phone app to help spot Parkinson's disease symptoms
Analysing data collected on our mobile phones could give insights into our health. Read More...
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